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What is “opi-generator”?

The name of a Python project, could be installed via “pip install opigen”

opi-generator is forked from cssgen

Generating XML files for CS-Studio as OPI screens from Python scripts

Consistent screen styles for both CS-Studio and Phoebus

Managing screen styles in a unified approach, supports
user-customization
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CS-Studio : CS-Studio based on Eclipse

Phoebus: CS-Studio based on Phoebus

https://github.com/archman/opi-generator
https://github.com/dls-controls/cssgen


Why “opi-generator”?

Streamline the OPI screen development: unified styles, minimize the
maintainece effort

Generating OPI screens instead of “drawing” → pixel-level controllable

Existing packages only tackle one platform, either CS-Studio (Eclipse)
(cssgen) or Phoebus (phoebusgen)

As of now, FRIB is using both CS-Studio and Phoebus, next Debian OS
(12) does not work with CS-Studio (Eclipse)

Last commit of cssgen is 6 yrs ago, not fully support CS-Studio (Eclipse),
requires significant effort to make it work for most of the widgets,
however “opi-generator” borrowed the idea of how it handles XML.

Started to refactor “cssgen” to make it support both CS-Studio and
Phoebus, opi-generator’s commit of defaec@2022/07/21

Developed unittests, set up CI workflow for PyPI package publish, and
use it to generate OPI files for both CS-Studio and Phoebus
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https://github.com/dls-controls/cssgen
https://github.com/als-epics/phoebusgen
https://github.com/dls-controls/cssgen
https://github.com/archman/opi-generator/commit/defaec435aa7076f620fddd8e7f1608d66b0052e


A Simple Example
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Unified Styles: Font, Color, Banner, ...
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Control Fonts, Colors through configuration files, system-wide/user-defined
(overrides), etc.

Dedicated modules to produce the banner to embed
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Attribute Mapping

Map attributes from CS-Studio (used in code) to Phoebus, e.g. “o.format_type =
...” → “<format_type></format_type>” (CS-Studio), while “<format></format>”
(Phoebus)
Support user-customization to cover missing attributes
If only Phoebus is targted, one can rename LHS to any, e.g. the same as RHS
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https://github.com/archman/opi-generator/blob/devel/opigen/config/attr.toml


Generated Screens
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~w (CS-Studio)
w� (Phoebus)



Generated Screens (cont’d)
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Generated Screens (cont’d)
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Thank You and Have Fun!


